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ENGINEERED MARBLE HOW IT’S MADE
At The London Marble Company we leave nothing to chance with our Engineered Marble Products, ensuring that they are more durable than any other alternative
marble furniture manufacturer, whilst at the same time keeping all the appeal and beauty of a natural marble finish.

HIGH GLOSS PROTECTION LAYER

CRACK RESISTANT CORE

The high gloss protection layer ensures that our marble furniture products are.

Our crack resistant core ensures that your marble furniture is resistant to
cracking and high impacts. Unlikely you may think? But our experience has shown
that alternative manufacturers who do not employ a crack resistant core and cast
the table top in one single piece often experience critical failures within the table
top.

•
•
•
•

Resistant to stains from food and wines.
Scratch resistant, helping to protect your surface from cutlery, glass and
plate scratches.
UV light resistant, ensuring a consistent colour at all times even in strong
light areas such as conservatories.
Heat resistant, we test the surface layer for heat protection at 80 degrees.

PATTERN & PIGMENTATION LAYER
Using pattern and pigmentation technologies created for the Kitchen worktop
industry, we use the latest polymers and resins to create natural marble colours
and patterns that are indistinguishable from the real thing.

These can be caused by invisible and internal cracks that develop within the
marble top due to impacts received during transportation and installation. Often
these cracks can only be detected under X-Ray scanning, and then only reveal
themselves when the table is outside of it’s warranty.
Our crack resistant core ensures that this problem doesn’t happen, leaving you to
enjoy your marble furniture product, hassle free for many years to come.
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ENGINEERED MARBLE HOW IT’S MADE
At The London Marble Company our attention to the weight and fixing systems used within your marble dining table ensures that you’ll have a product that is stable
and easier to move in the years to come.

RIGID FIXING SYSTEM

DURABLE WEIGHT SAVING BASE

Many alternative marble furniture product manufacturers do not directly fix the
marble top to the base, instead they rely on the fact that the weight of the top
will hold it securely in place.

Our attention to detail even applies to our base designs, with weight saving a
major priority. Our best selling Tenore and Mocha marble collections have a
classic “V” shaped base design to ensure maximum style for minimum weight.

At Thomas Brown Furnishings and The London Marble Company our marble
table tops are fixed directly to the base via a fixing plate and by four secure rigid
fixings (Which can undone by the customer). This means that the top is securely
fixed to the base.

Weight is an important consideration with regards to the selection of your
marble furniture. Although all of our marble dining tables and sets are fully
installed by our expert delivery team, there may be a point in the future at which
you wish to change your room layout or indeed move house.

This prohibits any slight movement between the table top and the base, thus
preventing the development of cracks and stops “tip over” which can sometimes
happen with alternative tables. “Tip over” can occur when a person stands on one
end of the table (For instance to change a light bulb) and a sea-saw effect
happens, tipping the table top from it’s base, causing personal injury and product
damage.

At Thomas Brown Furnishings and The London Marble Company we take this
issue seriously, that’s why we reduce our product weights by effective and
practical design techniques, meaning that your table can be moved in the future
in a two person operation, simple and easy!

